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Assembly comprising inserter, cannula part and base part

The technical field

The invention relates to an assembly for providing continuous administration of a

therapeutically working substance, such as insulin, or continuous reading of a

component which assembly comprises a base part, which is to be fastened to a

patients skin, to which an insertion device and delivery means are fastened.

Delivery means normally comprises a reservoir and e.g. a pump, and the insertion

device comprises means for inserting a penetrating member e.g. in the form of a

cannula or a sensor.

Prior art

WO 2007/071 258 describes a medical device for delivering fluid comprising an

injection part and a fluid delivery part where the fluid delivery part and the injection

part can be separated and rejoined. The fluid delivery part comprises a reservoir,

means for transport of liquid e.g. in form of a pump and a house in which the active

units of the delivery part is placed. The injection part comprises: a base plate, a

cannula part comprising a body with a through going opening provided with a

cannula extending past the proximal side of the base plate and means for fixation of

the base plate to the skin of the user e.g. in the form of a mounting pad. The

delivery part and the injection part is assembled through a connector comprising a

fluid path leading fluid from the reservoir to the through-going opening in the

cannula part which fluid path comprises means for blocking access to the injection

part when the connector is disconnected from the delivery part and/or the injection

part. The embodiments illustrated in this document are quite complex and not easy

to manufacture.

US 2007/01 9 1772 discloses an infusion set assembly comprising an infusion device

provided with a manual inserter i.e. the insertion needle is inserted by pushing the

insertion needle into the patients skin. The infusion set assembly is desirably

delivered to the user in a sterile package in a pre-assembled configuration as

shown in fig. 1 and 3 . A base part ( 15) named cannula housing includes a pair of

pivot holes (26) configured to snap-fittingly reception of pivot pins (25) placed on

the penetrating member (16) which is named septum-housing, the pivot holes (26)

are desirably through holes opening both inwardly and outwardly, and the pivot pins



(25) are located at the end of flexible arms (24) configured to flex inward. When the

pivot pins (25) are placed in the pivot holes (26) the penetrating member ( 16) is

retained in the base part ( 15) and can pivot between an upright and a horizontal

position. An insertion guide housing (68) guides the movement of an insertion

needle assembly (38) comprising an insertion needle, the insertion guide housing

(68) rests on the top surface of the base part ( 15) and is initially attached to the

base part by flexible barbs (79) which engage the outward portions of pivot holes

(26). When pivot pins (25) engage pivot holes (26), pivot pins (25) extend through

holes (26) such that the barbs (79) on the insertion guide housing (68) are pushed

outward by pivot pins (25) thereby unlatching the insertion guide housing (68) from

the base part. According to this disclosure the disengagement of the inserter (38,

68) is caused by the movement and position of the penetrating member ( 16), this is

not desirably as this increases the risk of incorrect positioning of the penetrating

member ( 16) as the pivot pins which are parts of the penetrating member might not

end in the desired position in the pivot holes. If the assembly malfunctions when

positioning the penetrating member it will be necessary to remove the infusion

assembly from the patients skin and try again with a new assembly.

The invention

The object of the invention is to provide an assembly which solves the

problem of positioning the penetrating member in connection with the

inserter and of positioning the inserter in connection with the base part and

thereby positioning the penetrating member in relation to the patient. If these

actions are not performed correct, they each present a risk of contamination

of the penetrating member or misplacement of the penetrating member and

of incorrect positioning of the inserter and consequently infection at the

insertion point or misplacement of the penetrating member can take place.

It is also an object of the invention to eliminate some of the problems ex-

perienced with the infusions assembly described in the prior art e.g. the

penetrating part is not involved in the releasing of the inserter as this in

creases the risk of malfunction.

The problems are solved with a device according to claim 1 which device

relates to an assembly comprising:



- an inserter for insertion of a penetrating member into a patient,

- a penetrating member attached to the inserter before use which

penetrating member is provided with a through going opening forming a fluid

connection between delivery means and a patient when the penetrating

member is inserted,

- a base part comprises a position shaped to receive the penetrating

member where the penetrating member can be attached to the base part

during use and fastening means which can provide for the base part to be

attached to the patient,

where the inserter comprises inserter attachment means locking the inserter

to the base part before and during insertion of the penetrating member

which inserter attachment means can be unlocked so that the inserted can

be removed from the base part after insertion of the penetrating member,

the inserter attachment means comprises at least one protruding part and at

least one corresponding opening. Either the at least one protruding part or

the at least one corresponding opening part is positioned on a surface of the

base part and the part corresponding to this protrusion or opening is

positioned on a surface of the inserter.

When the inserter attachment means are positioned respectively on a

surface of the inserter and on a surface of the base part the movement of

the penetrating part from the start position inside the inserter to the end

position in the base part will not be influenced by the disengagement of the

inserter.

Normally there is more than one corresponding pair of protrusion and

opening and then all attachment means on the inserter and respectively on

the base part are facing in the same direction i.e. when the one or more

corresponding pairs of protruding parts and openings are positioned only on

one side of the base part, then the inserter can be disengaged from the base

part by moving the whole inserter in one direction.

According to one embodiment the inserter is released from the base part i.e.

the inserter attachment means are disengaged, by the interaction between a

moving part of the inserter which moving part guides the insertion of the



penetrating member from a first to a final position and a stationary part of

the base part during insertion. The moving part of the inserter can move

forward in a direction which is approximately perpendicular i.e. 90°±45 °,

normally 90°±1 5 ° to the direction of insertion of the penetrating member.

According to one of the embodiments according to the invention a further

problem solved with such an assembly is that if it is provided with an

automatic release mechanism the risk of displacing, e.g. partly or fully

pulling out the penetrating member, is significantly reduced when removing

the inserter from the base part.

An assembly according to claim 1 comprising an inserter for insertion of a

penetrating member into a patient and a base part. The base part is

provided with fastening means which can provide for the base part to be

attached to the patient and the penetrating member is provided with a

through going opening forming a fluid connection between delivery means

and a patient when the penetrating member is inserted. The device is

characterized in that the inserter comprises attachment means locking the

inserter to the base part before and during insertion of the penetrating

member.

According to one embodiment the attachment means can be unlocked so

that the inserted can be removed from the base part after insertion of the

penetrating member.

According to one embodiment the inserter is released from the base part by

the interaction between a moving part of the inserter and a stationary part of

the base part during insertion. "A stationary part" means that the part does

not move in the same forward direction as the moving part, the stationary

part might move in a direction perpendicular to the forward direction of the

moving part. The interaction is to be understood as a physical contact which

is reached at a specific time and place during the forward movement of the

moving part, between a part of the moving part and a part of the inserter

housing or a part stationary in relation to the inserter housing.



According to one embodiment the penetrating member is attached by a

connection to the base part before and during insertion. Normally the

connection will provide a permanent attachment of the penetrating member

to the base part, i.e. the penetrating member is also attached to the base

part after insertion. The connection can comprise a flexible material. This

flexible material could e.g. be in the form of a tube providing a fluid path

between the penetrating member and the base part. The word "flexible" can

both mean that the material is elastic and that the material is soft and

bendable.

According to another embodiment the inserter is released from the base part

by applying a force to the inserter or a part of the inserter in a direction

different from the direction of insertion of the penetrating member. Removal

or detachment of the inserter can according to some embodiments not take

place before the penetrating member is fully inserted in the base part i.e. the

penetrating member is before insertion positioned partly inserted into the

base part. The force can be applied in a direction which is approximately

perpendicular i.e. 90°±45 °, normally 90°± 15° to the direction of insertion of

the penetrating member.

According to a third embodiment the release of the inserter from the base

part is at least partly provided by the release of a force in direction towards

the base part. This force presses or pushes the base part toward the skin of

the patient in order to prevent release of the base part and the penetrating

member from the patient. The force can be provided by a spring unit

exercising a force directed to a proximal surface of the inserter housing and

a distal surface of the base part. That the surface is proximal means that it

is turned toward the patient after insertion of the penetrating member and

that the surface is distal means that it is turned away from the patient after

insertion of the penetrating member.

The spring can be a leaf spring which at one end is fastened unreleasably to

a part of the inserter and at the other end will touch the upper surface of the

base part before the inserter is released from the base part.



According to a fourth embodiment the attachment means of the inserter

comprise at least one protruding part corresponding to an opening in the

base part. That the protruding part corresponds to the opening means that

the protruding part fits closely into the opening, further the protruding parts

normally have either a round or polygonal cross-section. The at least one

protruding part can be inserted into the corresponding opening in a direction

approximately parallel to the upper surface of the base part. That the

direction is approximately parallel means that the insertion direction of the

protruding part can deviate between 0° and 10° from the plane formed by the

upper surface of the base part.

According to a fifth embodiment the attachment means comprise at least

one hook formed by a part of the housing of the inserter. The at least one

hook can be turned inward i.e. the hook is placed on an inner surface of the

housing of the inserter and turned toward the centre of the housing. Further

the at least one hook can face at least two protruding parts which are placed

on a surface of the housing opposite the at least one hook. Also the at least

one hook can face two protruding parts while at the same time the at least

one hook is placed between the two protruding parts. When a single or

double hook is placed between the opposite positioned protruding parts the

inserter is fastened in a very stable triangular positioning.

According to one embodiment the penetrating member is provided with

attachment means assuring that the penetrating member is unreleasably

attached to the base part after insertion.

According to one embodiment either the penetrating member or the base

part or both is/are provided with sealing means forming a fluid tight

connection between the base part and the penetrating member and the base

part is further provided with sealing means forming a fluid connection to the

delivery means, preferably the penetrating member is provided with sealing

means forming a fluid tight connection to the base part.

According to one embodiment the penetrating member is provided with

sealing means along the edge of an opening forming the fluid connection to



the base part. If the opening is round the sealing will have the form of an O-

ring.

According with a sixth embodiment the base part is provided with a

longitudinal opening extending from the upper surface of the connection part

of the base part to the lower surface of the connection part of the base part,

which opening corresponds to the profile of at least the non-penetrating end

of the penetrating member. After insertion the penetrating part of the

penetrating member is inserted below the patient's skin. "Corresponds"

normally means that the two parts have a close fit where opening and the

inserted member have the same shape. An outlet of a fluid path can open

into the wall of the opening and when the penetrating member is inserted, an

inlet to a fluid path of the penetrating member corresponds to the outlet of

the fluid path.

According to one embodiment at least a part of the base part comprises a

hard material provided with an adhesive surface on the proximal side of the

device, i.e. the base part can be adhered to a patient's skin. The proximal

side is the side of the device which is closest to the patient's skin, that the

material is hard means that it can not be penetrated by an insertion needle

and the material can not be compressed or expanded but might be bended if

the thickness of the material allows it. The hard material can be provided

with an opening through which the penetrating member can be inserted and

the hard material can e.g. be a molded plastic material such as

polypropylene.

According to one embodiment one penetrating member comprises a cannula

part having a body made of a hard material having a soft or cutting cannula

attached unreleasably. A cannula is a part providing a fluid path way right

through a patient's skin; normally it is a hollow needle. If the cannula is soft

it has to be inserted with a separate insertion needle and if the cannula is

cutting it is itself able to cut through the patient's skin and need not be

inserted with a separate insertion needle. Normally medication is

transported to the patient via the fluid path way or blood or other liquid is

transported from the patient. Preferably the body of the cannula part has an



inner opening from which inner opening fluid is led to the cannula and this

inner opening has at least one inlet through which fluid or a needle can

enter the inner opening. The inner opening can have two inlets through

which fluid or a needle can enter the inner opening.

According to one embodiment at least one penetrating member comprises a

sensor part. A sensor part provides a contact right through the patient's skin,

nothing physical needs to be transported normally only signals are

transported between the end of the sensor which is in contact with the

patient's blood and the end of the sensor which is in contact with a reader

registering the signals.

According to one embodiment the assembly is delivered to the user in a

sterile state where the penetrating member is in a retracted position in the

inserter and the inserter is attached to the base part. "Sterile state" is a

protected uncontaminated state in which the assembly can be stored ready

for use. When the user receives the assembly the user will just have to

unpack or otherwise reveal it and put it to use after e.g. first having cleaned

the position on the patients skin where the penetrating member is to be

inserted.

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with reference to the

figures in which:

Figure 1 shows a first embodiment of an assembly according to the invention

seen from the side where a delivery part and an inserter are connected to a

base part.

Figure 2 shows the embodiment of fig. 1 seen from above.

Figure 3 shows the embodiment of fig. 1 and 2 after insertion of the cannula

part and removal of the inserter.

Figure 4 shows the embodiment of fig. 1 seen from the end where the

inserter was fastened before the penetrating member was inserted.

Figure 5A shows the delivery part separated from the base part seen from

below.



Figure 5B shows the delivery part separated from the base part seen from

above.

Figure 6 shows a second embodiment of a base part which can be used in

an assembly according to the invention.

Figure 7 shows a longitudinal cut through an assembly as shown in fig. 1-5,

the cut is placed at the position of one of the fastening means for the

inserter.

Figure 8 shows the inserter without being attached to the base part.

Figure 9A-F shows a second embodiment of an inserter and a base part.

Figure 10 shows one embodiment of a penetrating member which can be

used with the assembly.

Figure 11 shows a cut-through view of a second embodiment of a

penetrating member which can be used with the assembly.

Figure 12 shows a third embodiment of an inserter to be used with the

assembly in a state before insertion of a cannula part.

Figure 13 shows the same embodiment of an inserter as fig. 12 after

insertion of a cannula part.

Figure 14A-C show how the embodiment of the inserter shown in fig. 12 and

13 are being detached from a base part of an assembly according to the

invention.

Figure 15A and 15B shows an embodiment of a moving part to be used with

an assembly as shown in fig. 12-1 4 .

Figure 16A and 16B show an embodiment of a base part.

Figure 17A and 17B shows a fourth embodiment of an inserter to be used

with the assembly in a state after insertion of a cannula part.

Figure 18A and 18B show the internal parts of the inserter housing of the

fourth embodiment of the inserter.

Figure 19 shows an embodiment of a moving part to be used with an

assembly as shown in fig. 17-1 8



Figure 20 schematically shows an embodiment of an assembly according to

the invention.

The figs. 1-5 show an assembly comprising an inserter 10 , a delivery part 8

and a base part according to the invention. The base part comprises a

surface plate 1 attached to a contact surface, the surface plate 1 is normally

made of a hard material provided with an adhesive surface on the proximal

side of the device. The surface plate 1 according to this embodiment is

constructed of a molded plastic material which could e.g. be polypropylene

and the contact surface is the proximal side of a mounting pad 2 which

mounting pad 2 is unreleasably fastened to the surface plate 1 during

manufacturing of the device. "Proximal" means the side or surface closest to

the patient when the mounting pad is adhered to the patient, "distal" means

the end or surface furthest away from the patient when the device is in a

position of use.

Fig. 1 shows the embodiment of the assembly seen from the side and fig. 2

shows the same embodiment seen from above. Fig. 3 shows the same

embodiment seen from above but in fig. 3 the penetrating member has been

inserted and the inserter has been removed from the assembly. The

penetrating member of this embodiment is comprised in a cannula part 7

which is inserted into an opening 12A of a connector part 3 of the base part,

this cannula opening 12A provides and opening which extends right through

the base part. The cannula part 7 is provided with a penetrating member in

the form of a cannula 22 which in this position has penetrated the surface of

the skin of the patient during the insertion and is positioned sub- or

transcutaneously.

The inserter 10 holds the cannula part 7 before insertion and the insertion is

initiated by pushing a handle 11. Fig. 2 shows the direction the handle 11

has to be pushed in order to initiate insertion of the cannula part 7 . After

insertion a not shown insertion needle can be retracted to the inside of the

inserter 10 and the inserter 10 can be removed from the base part, leaving

an inserted cannula 22 fastened to the surface plate 1. If the cannula 22 of

the cannula part 7 is a hard self penetrating cannula there will be no



separate insertion needle and therefore no need to retract the insertion

needle. The inserter 10 is attached near to one end of the surface plate 1

which according to one embodiment makes it possible to pivot the inserter

10 in order to disengage the inserter from the base plate after insertion of

the cannula 22. Actually the inserter 10 will normally protrude over the

patients skin relative to the surface plate 1.

The connector part 3 is kept in position by the surface plate 1. According to

one embodiment the surface plate 1 and at least an outer cover of the

connector part 3 is simply molded in one piece during manufacturing of the

device. The connector part 3 forms a fluid path between e.g. a reservoir 6 of

medication or a reservoir for liquid collected from the patient and a cannula

part 7 . Therefore the connector part 3 is provided with at least two openings,

one opening at each end of the fluid path where the first opening 13 is an

inlet or outlet opening receiving or delivering fluid to a reservoir 6 and the

second opening 12 is an inlet or outlet opening receiving or delivering fluid

to a cannula part 7 (see fig. 5C-D). The connection part 3 might be provided

with extra openings e.g. for injection of a second medication or nutrient or

for letting the fluid in the fluid path get in contact with a sensor. In order to

secure a fluid tight connection between the outlet opening 12 in the

connection part 3 and the cannula part 7 the outlet opening 12 of the

connection part 3 is provided with an elastic sealing 18 around the outlet

opening 12 . When the cannula part 7 is inserted it will be press fitted into

the cannula opening 12 and the elastic sealing 18 will provide a completely

fluid tight gasket around the corresponding openings 12 and 20 (see fig. 10

and 11) . In order to improved the press-fitting and thereby the fluid tight

connection between the cannula part 7 and the outlet of the fluid path, the

cannula opening 12A can be provided with a decreasing cross-section in a

plane parallel to the cannula 22 when inserted and perpendicular to the

surface where the outlet of the fluid path is positioned. The cannula part 7

will have a corresponding decreasing cross-section.

In the following the first opening 13 will be referred to as "inlet" and the

second opening 12 will be referred to as "outlet" although the direction of the

flow through the fluid path is not significant for the invention.



The connection part 3 is further provided with a cannula opening 12A which

accurately fits around a cannula part 7 i.e. the cannula opening 12A has the

same shape or profile as the cannula part 7 and is just big enough to let the

cannula part 7 pass through and then fit into the opening. When the cannula

part 7 is fully inserted into the base part and the patient, then the upper

surface i.e. the distal surface of the cannula part 7 is normally at level with

or at a lower level than the outer surface of the connection part 3

surrounding the cannula opening 12A.

When the cannula part 7 has been fully inserted into the connection part 3 ,

then an opening in a side surface of the body of the cannula part 7

corresponds to the opening 12 of the fluid path of the connection part 3 and

fluid can flow from one part to the other.

Fig. 4 shows the same embodiment as fig. 3 where the inserter has been

removed but fig. 4 shows the device from the end which was covered by the

inserter 10 before the inserter was removed. From this end it is possible to

see a part of the fastening means 14 which assure attachment of the

inserter 10 to the base part before insertion. According to this embodiment

the fastening means 14 comprise two openings 14L and 14R in the

connector part 3 . These openings correspond to two protruding parts 14PL

and 14PR (see fig. 7 and 8) which protrude from the side of the inserter

housing turned towards the base part and the connector part 3 with the

corresponding opening. When the fastening means 14L and 14R on the

base part is engaged with the corresponding fastening means 14PL and

14PR on the inserter 10, the inserter 10 is prevented from moving in relation

to the base part, at least in the direction perpendicular to the surface plate

1. After insertion of the penetrating member where the penetrating member

has been fully inserted into the base part as shown in fig. 4 , the inserter 10

can be removed or detached from the base part. When detaching the

inserter 10 from the base part, the inserter 10 is moved in a direction

horizontal to the patients skin i.e. the base part is not subjected to a force

perpendicular to the patients skin i.e. a force pulling the base part away from

the patient.



A skilled person could easily suggest other methods for fastening of the

inserter to the base part both mechanical methods and methods comprising

adhesive surfaces.

Figs. 5A-D show the base part and the delivery part in a separated position

from different angles.

In fig. 5A the two parts are shown from below. This view shows an opening

12B through which the penetrating member 7 can be inserted through the

base part and through which opening 12B the cannula 22 extends. From this

view it is possible to see how the reservoir 6 can be positioned in the

delivery part 8 and to see how two opposite positioned release handles 9

are placed at the edge of the delivery part 8 . Further a longitudinal track

corresponding to longitudinal raised guiding means 4 on the base part can

be seen.

The two release handles 9 are formed as s-shaped bands where one end is

fastened hinge-like to the housing of the delivery part 8 and the first curve in

the s-shape is slightly extending the outer surface of the housing of the de

livery part whereas the second curve is free i.e. not attached to the housing

of the delivery part 8 and is provided with a hook-like shape which can fold

around a part 15 protruding from the distal surface of the base part. When

the delivery part is locked to the base part both release handles 9 are folded

round a protruding part 15 , when the delivery part 8 is to be removed from

the base part, the two opposite release handles 9 are pushed together

whereby the hook-like parts of the release handles 9 are released from the

protruding parts 15 of the base part, and the delivery part can be moved

backwards i.e. in the direction away from the cannula part 7 and removed

from the base part in this direction.

In fig. 5B the two parts are shown from above. This view shows how the d e

livery part 8 of this embodiment can be joined to the base part by pushing

the delivery part 8 down toward the guiding means 4 which in this case is a

longitudinal raised platform having e.g. a metal lining 5 fastened to the top



surface. The delivery part 8 is provided with corresponding means e.g. com

prising a track corresponding to the raised platform 4 . The corresponding

means of the delivery part 8 can slide along the metal lining 5 of the raised

platform 4 of the base part in the longitudinal direction. When the delivery

part 8 arrives at its working position, the two release handles 9 engage re

spectively with the two protruding parts 15 protruding from the upper surface

of the surface plate 1. When the delivery part 8 is in its working position it is

locked in any horizontal direction by the release handles 9 . The locking

mechanisms make it possible to fasten and release the delivery device from

the base part as often as needed i.e. a single-use base part can be co m

bined with a multi-use delivery part.

In fig. 5C the two parts are shown from the end opposite of where the in

serter was fastened before insertion of the penetrating member. From this

side it is possible to see the inlet opening 13 in the connection part 3

through which e.g. medication from the reservoir 6 can enter, the inlet

opening 13 is protected with a membrane to prevent contamination with m i

croorganisms. According to one embodiment the connection part 3 is pro

vided with both a connector needle (not shown as it is placed behind the

bubble shaped membrane) and a bubble shaped self closing membrane 17

and the reservoir 6 can be provided with a bubble shaped self closing mem

brane. Hereby a fluid path is established providing transfer of medication

e.g. insulin or nutrients from the reservoir to the connector part 3 . As both

parts are provided with self closing membranes it will be possible to sepa-

rate the two units from each other and rejoin them at a later time without the

connection part 3 and thereby the patient being contaminated.

Fig. 6 shows a second embodiment of the base part. This embodiment is

provided with two guiding means 4 in the form of two right angled profiles

shaped as: η r , and protruding from the surface plate 1 of the base part. The

guiding means 4 correspond to means on a delivery part or a cover which is

to be fastened to the base part. Such corresponding means can e.g. be

formed as one or more hooks having a profile in the form of and L .



The fluid path of the connection part 3 is very short compared to the e m

bodiment shown in fig. 1-6 and the inlet of the connection part 3 is placed in

a centre position in relation to the guiding means 4 but the inserted cannula

part 7 has the same profile as the cannula part 7 fitted to the embodiment of

fig. 1-6.

Fig. 7 shows a longitudinal cut through an assembly as shown in fig. 1-5.

From this view it is possible to the how the fastening means 14 of

respectively the connector part 3 of the base part and the inserter 10 are

joined together.

Fig. 8 shows the inserter 10 removed from the rest of the assembly. From

this side it is possible to see the fastening means 14PR and 14PL of the

inserter.

Fig . 9A-9F illustrates attachments means with an automatic release function.

The insertion device 1 comprises a housing 30, a base part 100, a moving

part 38, an activation part 40, and a penetrating member 50. The penetrating

member 50 is similar to the penetrating member described in figure 10 . For

illustrative purposes means such as the moving part 38 are represented in a

semi-transparent fashion.

The housing 30 comprises guiding means 32 for the moving part 38 which

allows the moving part 38 to move between two positions, guiding means 14

for the penetrating member 50 which allows the penetrating member 50 to

move between two positions, and guiding means 34 for the activation part 40

which allows the activation part to move between two positions. The housing

30 is attached to the base part 100. This attachment is releasable. The

attachment is provided by a connection which in this embodiment comprises

a hinge 35 and a locking member 14 , whereby the housing 30 and base part

100 are releasably connected. The hinge 35 comprises an at least partly

rounded surface of a wall of the housing 30 which can pivot in relation to the

base part 100. The locking member 14 of the housing 30 interacts with

locking means 108 of the base part 100.



The letter "b" in fig. 9C indicates the height of the housing 30 of the insertion

device 1. The height "b" will expediently be in the range of 5-1 00 mm, and

normally in the range 10-50 mm or more specifically 20-30 mm. The

illustrated embodiment is 25 mm.

The housing 30 also comprises retention means 3 1 . The retention means 3 1

hold the moving part 38 in a start position by engaging with locking means

28 on the moving part 38. According to this embodiment the retention means

further provides a stop for the movement of the activation part 40.

The guiding means 13 for the moving part 38 provides a directional

controlled movement of the moving part 38 in relation to the housing 30. The

guiding means 13 are attached to or connected to or an integrated part of

the inner surfaces of the housing 30 and will normally have the shape of

longitudinal tracks corresponding to surfaces on the moving part 38. In the

depicted embodiment, the moving part 38 can move parallel, i.e. horizontal

to the base part 100, guided by the guiding means 13 , the movement will

normally be a sliding movement in a direction parallel to the surface of the

base part 100, i.e. the movement is a longitudinal movement or a linear

movement.

The guiding means 33 for the penetrating member 50 which are a part of or

connected to or integrated with the housing 30 provides that the penetrating

member 50 can only be moved in a well defined direction which direction is

different from the direction of the moving member 38. In the embodiment the

direction of movement of the penetrating member 50 is essentially

perpendicularly to the direction of movement of the moving part 38. The

guiding means 33 for the penetrating member 50 will normally be formed by

inner surfaces of the housing 30, e.g. the guiding means 33 may comprise

the inner surfaces of a hollow, cylindrical element wherein the penetrating

member 50 can move between at least a forward and a retracted position

along the longitudinal axis of said cylindrical element, comparable to the

movement of a piston in a cylinder. Such a movement will be a sliding

movement as the continuous contact between the inner surfaces of the

cylindrical elements and the outer surfaces of the penetrating member 50



provides the guiding. Alternatively, the guiding means 33 of the penetrating

member 50 can comprise one or more bars, governing the direction of

movement of the penetrating member 50. As seen from the figures the

guiding means 33 for the penetrating member 50 according to this

embodiment can extend from the inner ceiling of the housing to the bottom

part 100. The guiding means 33 of the penetrating member 50 are not

attached to the base part 100 but might reach down and touch it or e.g.

provide a support for the base part 100.

The guiding means 15 of the activation part 40 provides a directional

controlled movement of the activation part 40 in relation to the housing 30.

The guiding means 15 are attached to or integrated with the housing 30. In

the depicted embodiment, the activation part 40 moves in parallel with, i.e.

horizontal to the base part 100, guided by the guiding means 15 which

according to this embodiment is provided as parts of the inner surfaces of

the housing. The guiding means 15 might be formed as longitudinal tracks

leading the activation part 40 in a well defined direction or simply the inner

surfaces of the walls of the housing 30. Such a movement is normally a

sliding movement as the guiding means 15 and the activation means are in

continuous contact while moving in relation to each other. The movement

will normally be a linear movement. The direction of movement of the

activation part 40 is according to this embodiment identical to the direction

of movement of the moving part 38 therefore the guiding means 15 of the

activation part 40 can be the same as the guiding means 13 of the moving

part 38 i.e. on set of guiding means 13 , 15 provides the well defined and at

least partly simultaneous movement of the moving part 38and the activation

part 40.

The moving part 38 is provided with transformation means 39 providing

transformation of the movement of the moving part 38, which according to

this embodiment is horizontal, into a movement of the penetrating member

50 in the insertion direction followed by a movement of at least the insertion

needle of the penetrating member 50 in a direction of retraction. According

to this embodiment the transformation means is shaped as an open V-

shaped track in the moving part 38 which corresponds to a protruding



cylindrical part 5 1 of the penetrating member 50. The V-shaped track 39 is

sized to fit closely with the protruding part 5 1 of the penetrating member 50

in order to provide a well defined path for movement.

The moving part 38 comprises a releasing member 29 provides a separation

of the housing 30, or at least a part of the housing 30, from the base part

100 by releasing the locking member 14 of the housing from the locking

means 108 of the base part 100. Said release is provided by interaction of

the releasing member 29 with a part of the housing 30, according to this

embodiment it is the inner wall of the housing 30 opposite the activation

means 40 where the linear movement of the activation means 40 would end

if continued to the inner wall of the housing 30.

The housing comprises an elastic member 36 which upon release of the

locking member 14 of the housing initiates removal of the housing 30 from

the base part 100. According to the embodiment shown in fig. 9 the elastic

member 36 is an integrated part of the housing 30 i.e. it is fastened

unreleasably to the housing 30. The elastic member 36 is a leaf spring

unreleasably fastened to the housing 30 at one end and pressed against the

base part 100 at the opposite end. The flexibility of the elastic member 36 is

defined by the material of which it is constructed and the physical

dimensions of the material, according to the present embodiment the elastic

member is constructed of the same material as the housing i.e. a hard

plastic and normally formed during molding of the housing 30, but it could

also be constructed of a metal which after molding of the housing is

fastened unreleasably to the housing 30.

Insertion of the penetrating member 50 using the insertion device according

to the invention 1 is provided by activation of the activation part 40. The

activation part 40 is activated by pushing the part towards the housing 30.

The activation part 40 comprises interaction means 4 1 . The interaction

means 4 1 interacts with the retention means 3 1 of the housing 30, thereby

arresting the forward movement of the activation part 40. As can be seen in

fig. 9A, the activation part 40 protrudes the housing 30 in the depicted, non-

activated state. The letter "a" indicates the length of protrusion of the



activation part 40 with respect to the housing 30. The protrusion before

activation of the activation part 40 will normally be in the range of 1- 100 mm,

or 5-50 mm, or 10-25 mm, or 15-20 mm. In the shown embodiment the

protrusion is 17 mm. In another embodiment of the invention, the activation

part 40 does not protrude the housing 30, or protrudes the housing 30 only

marginally or slightly.

The insertion device 1 is normally in a non-activated state before use, such

as during transport or storage.

According to this embodiment a spring 45 is provided between the moving

part 38 and the activation part 40. Normally the spring 45 will in a relaxed

state during storing as this will normally prolong the time the product can be

stored while still being fully functional, if the spring 45 is in a biased state

during storing there is a risk that the performance of the product will rapidly

decrease. As illustrated in fig. 9A-F the spring 45 can be a spiral spring,

comprising two ends: a first end 46, attached to, or placed in connection

with the moving part 38 and a second end 47 attached to, or placed in

connection with the activation part 40. The spring 45 is positioned along the

direction of movement for the activation part 40 which is being parallel to the

upper surface of the base part 100.

A function of the spring 45 is to provide energy for the penetration and/or

retraction movement of the penetrating member 50 and/or parts of the

penetrating member 50. If this energy is not provided by a spring 45 it has to

be directly provided by the user of the device as the user provides a

horizontal movement of the activation part 40 by pushing the activation part

40 towards the housing 30 and thereby a horizontal movement of the moving

part 38.

The spring 45 of the illustrated embodiment store energy from the movement

of the actuation of the of the activation part 40 as the spring 45 is biased

through this movement. During actuation of the activation means 40 the

moving part 38 is stationary. When the interaction means 4 1 of the

activation means 40 gets into contact with the locking means 28, the moving



part 38 is released from the stationary position and moved in a direction

defined by the guiding means 13 . The forward movement of the activation

means 40 is stopped at the time where the interaction means 4 1 touches the

retention means 3 1 of the housing 30. According to the embodiment of fig. 9

the direction of the moving part 38 is the same as the forward direction of

the activation means 40. When the moving part 38 pushed by the spring 45

hits the inner surface of the housing 30, the spring 45 is biased enough to

provide energy for release of the releasable connection between the locking

member 14 of the housing 30 and locking means of the base part 100. This

is provided by making the wall or at least a part of the wall of the housing 30

so flexible that the wall can be bend outward and release the locking

member 14 from the base part 100. When the locking connection is released

the elastic member 36 pushes the housing 30 away from the base part 100

and the user need not pull the insertion device away from the base part 100.

As illustrated in fig. 9 A-F the insertion device 1 is adapted to provide:

(I) a first position (fig. 9A) where the penetrating member 50 is fully

retracted and not protruding from the insertion device 1, the activation

part 40 protrudes the housing 30 and has not been activated/actuated,

the base part has been positioned on the patients skin and the

penetrating member 50 is in this position sterile and ready for insertion;

(II) a second position (fig. 9B) where the activation part 40 has been

actuated i.e. pushed towards the housing 30, and the locking means 28

of the moving part has been released and the interaction means 4 1 has

been brought into contact with the retention means 3 1 but the

penetrating member 50 and the moving part 38 have not moved yet;

(III) a third position (fig. 9C), where the part(s) of the penetrating

member 50 which are to be inserted subcutaneously into the patient,

such as a cannula 54 and/or an insertion needle 53, protrude from the

housing 30 through an opening 10 1 of the base part 100; the body 55 of

the penetrating member 50 is attached to the base part 100 with holding

means in the form of mechanical hooks catching hold of and edge of the

base part 100;

(IV) a fourth position (fig. 9D), where the moving part 38 has moved to

its end position against the inner wall of the housing 30, the holding



means of the penetrating member 50 keeps the cannula and the cannula

body of the penetrating member 50 in position while the insertion needle

53 has been retracted to such an extend that it is fully freed and has no

more contact with the parts of the penetrating member remaining in

inserted position, and the housing 30 and the base part 100 are still

connected by the locking member 14 ;

(V) a fifth position (fig. 9E); where the pushing of the spring 45 against

the inner wall of the housing 30 has released the locking member 14 and

the housing 30 is pivoted around the hinge 35 as the elastic member 36

pushes the housing 30 away from the base part 100; and

(VI) a sixth position (fig. 9F), where the housing 30 is completely

detached from the base part 100 leaving the base part 100 attached to

the surface of the skin 200 of a patient, and the cannula 54 inserted into

the patients tissue 2 10 .

Fig. 10 shows an enlargement of the cannula part 7 shown in fig. 1. This

embodiment comprises a body 24 provided with a cannula 22 and with a

protruding front 25 having a flat surface provided with an opening 20. The

protruding front 25 of the cannula part 7 need not be flat; it can actually

have any desired shape as long as it is possible to create a corresponding

surface on the connection part 3 facing the cannula part 7 . In one embodi

ment the front 25 is inclined in such a way that the cross-section at the u p

per i.e. distal end of the cannula part 7 is larger than the cross-section at the

proximal end of the front, i.e. the end closest to the patient after insertion.

The opening 20 of the protruding front 25 is an inlet or outlet through which

liquid can enter or exit the cannula part 7 . The body 24 is further provided

with a top opening 2 1 which can be covered with a self closing membrane.

The opening 2 1 need some kind of entrance protection as it is facing an

outer surface which is in contact with the surroundings. The top opening 2 1

is primarily used when inserting the cannula part 7 if the cannula 22 is a soft

cannula. That the cannula 22 is soft means that it is made of a relatively soft

material which can not by it self penetrate the patients skin, in this case it is

necessary to use a pointy insertion needle of a relatively hard material when

inserting the cannula and this pointy needle can be inserted through the top

opening 2 1 , pass through an inner hollow in the body 24 of the cannula part



and further pass through the full length of the cannula 22 in such a way that

the pointy end of the insertion needle stick out of the open end of the hollow

cannula 22. After insertion i.e. after the cannula 22 has been placed sub- or

transcutaneous in the patient, then the insertion needle is retracted and the

cannula 22 is left inside the patient. The cannula part 7 is also provided with

fastening means 23 which in this embodiment has the form of a series of

outward hooks 23 which are flexibly fastened to the body 24 in such a way

that the hooks can pivot inwards toward the centre of the cannula part 7 .

When the cannula part 7 is pressed toward the base part, the hooks 23

passes an edge which pushes them toward the centre as they passes the

edge and when the hooks have passed the edge they return to their original

position and as a upward surface of one or more of the hooks touch a

downward surface of the edge the cannula part 7 is locked unreleasably

against the edge.

Fig. 11 shows an enlargement of a second embodiment a cannula part 7 .

This embodiment also comprises a body 24 provided with a cannula 22 and

with a protruding front 25 having a flat surface provided with an opening 20

but according to this embodiment the protruding front 25 is inclined in order

to reduce the force required to insert the cannula part and in order to reduce

distortion of the sealing 18 . The inclination of the front 25 is defined by the

angle d between the centre line c of the cannula 22 and a line parallel to the

surface around the opening 20. The angle d will be larger than 0°and smaller

than 90°, normally d e ]0°, 30°] depending on the diameter of the sealing 18

or [60°, 90°[. The distance di between at the distal end of the surface of the

protruding part 25, i.e. the end of the cannula part 7 which is furthest away

from the patient after insertion, and the centre c of the cannula part 7 is la r

ger than the distance 0 2 between the surface of the protruding part 25 at the

proximal end, i.e. the end closest to the patient after insertion, and the cen-

tre c of the cannula part 7 . Normally the distance 0 2 will be so small that the

proximal end of the protruding front 25 does not touch the sealing 18 of the

connection part 3 during insertion.

In one embodiment (not shown) the angle d is close to 90° i.e. d = 90°, such

an embodiment would in a drawing corresponding to fig. 11 appear to have



an upward opening 12 of the connection part 3 fitting to a downward opening

20 of the cannula part 7 . This means that the force pushing the cannula part

7 toward the sealing 18 will be close to perpendicular to the contact surface

of the sealing 18 and this will prevent that the sealing is distorted during in-

sertion of the cannula part 7 by the cannula part 7 sliding along the sealing

18 .

In another embodiment (shown in fig. 10) d = 0° as the protruding front 25

and the centre line c are parallel. According to this embodiment the cannula

part 7 will be in sliding contact with the protruding sealing 18 which can

cause the sealing to be distorted.

As according to the embodiment of fig. 10 the protruding front 25 of the

cannula part 7 need not be flat; it can actually have any desired shape as

long as it is possible to create a corresponding surface on the connection

part 3 facing the cannula part 7 . Also the opening 20 of the protruding front

25 can be an inlet or an outlet depending on the purpose of the cannula part

7 . In fig. 11 which is a cut-through view it is shown how the top opening 2 1

of the body 24 is covered with a self closing membrane 2 1A . As according to

the embodiment of fig. 10 the top opening 2 1 is primarily used when

inserting the cannula part 7 if the cannula 22 is a soft cannula but the top

opening 2 1 can also be used to inject medication or nutrients other than the

primary medication which could be e.g. insulin which the patient receive via

the opening 20.

This embodiment of the cannula part 7 is also provided with fastening means

23 and in this embodiment the fastening means 23 has the form of a

protruding part 23 on the cannula part 7 which corresponds to a flexible part

23A on the stationary base part. The flexible part 23A can be pushed

outward as indicated with an arrow at fig. 11 when the protruding part 23 on

the cannula part 7 passes during insertion of the cannula part 7 . After

insertion the upward surface of the protruding part 23 of the cannula part 7

will be locked by the downward surface of the flexible part 23A of the base

part and it will not be possible to detach the cannula part 7 from the base

part.



Figs. 12-1 4 show a third embodiment of an inserter, in fig. 12 and 13 the in

serter is shown separated from the rest of the assembly. The inserter 10

comprises like the first and second embodiment of the inserter an actuator

handle 11 which in fig. 12 is shown in a pre-insertion state and in fig. 13 is

shown in an after-insertion state. The third embodiment of the inserter is

provided with a moving part 38 as the embodiment of fig. 9 and this moving

part is provided with a protruding member 38A which is an integrated part of

the moving part 38. The moving part 38 is shown two different views in fig.

15A and 15B. That it is "an integrated part" means that it moves simultane

ously with the moving part and is positioned stationary in relation to the

moving part. Normally it will be molded together with the moving part and be

of the same material, but it can also be made of a different material and a t

tached to the moving part 38 after the moving part 38 has been produced.

The protruding part 38A on the moving part 38 is provided with a ramp. The

ramp is an inclined surface placed on the forward side of the protruding part

38A in such a way that the front profile of the protruding part 38A forms an

arrowhead.

The fastening means of this embodiment comprises a hinged part 14 which

is fastened to the housing of the inserter 10 . In the shown embodiment the

hinged part 14 is actually made as a part of the housing as the hinged part

14 is created by making two cuts in the full height of the housing. The

housing is normally made of a hard, molded plastic such as polypropylene

and the relatively long shape of the hinged part 14 makes it very flexible i.e.

the hinged part 14 is very pliant and it will be easy to push it outward from

the relaxed position, the inward movement is blocked by the presence of the

guiding means 33 for the penetrating member which in this embodiment is a

cannula part 7 . The hinged part 14 can also be made of a material which is

different from the material of the housing of the inserter e.g. metal which are

then attached to the housing in a rotatable manner.

The hinged part 14 is provided with two inward hooks ("inward" means that

the hooks point toward the inside of the housing) at the lower or proximal



end of the hinged part 14 and the two hooks lock the housing to the base

part by catching a stationary protruding part 14B of the base part. As the two

hooks are turned inward they are released from their locked position by be

ing pushed outward i.e. away from the centre of the housing. The hinged

part 14 is also provided with a contact member 14A having the form of a

rounded plate of a rigid material placed inwards from the hinged part 14

around the guiding means 33 for the cannula part 7 . When the moving part

38 moves from its start position to its end position the protruding member

38A which is placed on the trailing edge of the moving part 38 will hit the

contact member 14A with the ramp surface and the contact member 14A will

be forced outward and so will the hinged member 14 as the contact member

14A is attached unreleasably and rigidly to the hinged member 14 .

The housing of the inserter also comprises two protruding parts having the

form of rounded hooks 14PL and 14PR on the inside surface of the wall o p

posite the inward hooks of the hinged member 14 . These protruding parts

14PL and 14PR fits into corresponding openings 14L and 14R of the base

part close to the connector part 3 . The openings in the base part are shown

in fig. 16A. When the fastening means in the form of the openings 14L and

14R on the base part is engaged with the corresponding fastening means in

the form of the rounded hooks 14PL and 14PR on the inserter 10 , the in

serter 10 is prevented from moving in relation to the base part, both in the

direction parallel to the longitudinal direction of the base part as the pro

truding parts are rounded and form a grip around the opening, and also in

the direction perpendicular to the surface plate 1 due to the insertion of the

protruding part into the opening. After having fully inserted the penetrating

member (fig. 13), the inserter 10 can be removed or detached from the base

part.

In order to detach the inserter 10 from the base part, the inserter 10 is

pivoted around an axis provided by the upper surface of the openings 14L

and 14R. The upper (distal) surface of the openings 14L and 14R provide a

contact surface for the rounded hooks 14PL and 14PR along which contact

surface the downward contact surface of the rounded hooks 14PL and 14PR



can slide and thereby be forced out of the openings 14L and 14R when

subjecting the inserter housing 10 to a rotational movement.

The rotatable movement is made possible at the lower or proximal surface of

the housing of the inserter is inclined in relation to the upper surface 1 of the

base part and therefore leaves room for the displacement of the housing 10,

at the end of the rotational movement the lower (proximal), inclined surface

of the inserter housing will normally rest against the patients skin.

Fig. 14A shows the inserter in a position before insertion. In this state the

inclined lower surface is lifted away from the patient's skin. The inward

hooks of the hinged part 14 are locked around the protruding part 14B on

the base part.

Fig. 14B shows the inserter after the cannula part has been inserted. In this

state the inclined lower surface is parallel to the patient's skin and the

inward hooks of the hinged part 14 have been released from the locked

position.

Fig. 14C shows the inserter after it has been removed from the base part.

Fig. 15A and 15B show the moving part 38 of the third embodiment of the

inserter shown in fig. 12-1 4 . Fig. 15A shows the "back side" i.e. the side

turned away from the penetrating member and fig. 15B shows the "front

side" i.e. the side turned toward the penetrating member. The figures show

the protruding part 38A placed at the trailing edge of the moving part 38

having the inclined side i.e. the ramp facing forward in the direction of

movement, and the figures show the transformation means 39 in the shape

of a longitudinal opening formed as a V where the start position is at the

upper end of the first line in the V and the end position for the penetrating

member is at the upper end of the second line in the V .

Fig. 16A and 16B show a base part which can be used with the third

embodiment of the inserter. Fig. 16A show the openings 14L and 14R,

according to this embodiment the openings are rounded in a 90 degree



angle and are open toward the proximal surface of the base part i.e. the

surface which is placed against the patients skin.

Fig. 16B show the base part seen from above. From this angle it is possible

to see down the cannula opening 12A which according to this embodiment is

provided with guiding means 26 for the cannula part 7 . This guiding means

26 comprise to opposite longitudinal tracks which assure the correct place

ment of the cannula part 7 .

Fig. 17 and 18 show a fourth embodiment of an inserter, this embodiment

differs from the third embodiment by the fastening means 14 securing the

inserter to the base part. The inserter 10 is in fig. 17 and 18 shown in an

after-insertion state where it has been removed from the base part. The

fourth embodiment has means to release to sets of functionally independent

fastening means which are supporting each other.

Like the third embodiment the fourth embodiment of the inserter is provided

with a moving part 38 (see fig. 19A and 19B) having a protruding member

38A being an integrated part of the moving part 38. The moving part 38 of

the fourth embodiment is further provided with a second integrated part

called the positioning means 27. These positioning means 27 are attached

to the lower trailing edge of the moving part 38.

The fastening means of this embodiment comprises like the third embodi-

ment of the inserter a hinged part 14 which is fastened to the housing of the

inserter 10 and the hinged part 14 moves in the same way as described for

the third embodiment of fig. 12 and 13 . The hinged part 14 of the fourth e m

bodiment is also provided with two inward hooks at the lower or proximal

end of the hinged part 14 . The two hooks lock the housing against the base

part by catching a stationary protruding part 14B of the base part having a

downward or proximal contact surface. As the two hooks are turned inward

they are released by being pushed outward i.e. away from the inside of the

housing.



The hinged part 14 is also provided with a contact member 14A having the

form of a plate placed in a direction toward the centre of the inserter i.e. " in

wards" from the hinged part 14 around the guiding means 33 for the cannula

part 7 . When the moving part 38 moves from its start position to its end po-

sition the protruding member 38A which is placed on the trailing edge of the

moving part 38 will hit the contact member 14A with the ramp surface of the

protruding member 38A and the contact member 14A will be forced outward

and so will the hinged member 14 as the contact member 14A is attached

unreleasably and rigidly to the hinged member 14 .

According to the fourth embodiment the protruding members 14PL and 14PR

are positioned on a flexible member 114 . The protruding members 14PL and

14PR according to this embodiment have a rectangular profile but could also

have e.g. a round or triangular profile. The protruding members 14PL and

14PR fits into openings 14P and 14L of the base part close to the connector

part 3 . These openings correspond to the rectangular protruding members

14PL and 14PR. When the fastening means in the form of the openings 14L

and 14R on the base part are engaged with the corresponding fastening

means in the form of the protruding members 14PL and 14PR on the inserter

10 , the inserter 10 is prevented from moving in relation to the base part,

both in the direction perpendicular to the surface plate 1 and in any direction

parallel to the surface plate 1.

The flexible member 114 is attached to the housing or a part being station-

ary in relation to the housing 10 in such a way that the flexible member can

move between two positions, a first position where the inserter is locked to

the base part, and a second position where the inserter is released from the

base part. Both fig. 17A and 17B show the flexible member 114 in a relaxed

locked position and an arrow in fig. 17B indicates the direction it moves in,

in order to get to the second released position. According to the shown e m

bodiment the flexible member 114 is made as an integrated part of the

guiding means 32 for the moving part i.e. the flexible member 114 const i

tutes a part of the surfaces or walls along which the moving part 38 slides.

The flexible member 114 is provided with a contact part 115 which according

to this embodiment has a triangular profile with the sharpened edge pointing



forward in the direction of movement during insertion. The contact part 115

is formed with a ramp shaped surface pointing in the direction opposite of

the direction of movement of the moving part 38 during insertion.

In order to bring the flexible member 114 from a first relaxed and locked po

sition into a second and released position the flexible has to be subjected to

a force large enough to be able to move the flexible member 114 to the sec

ond position.

Fig. 18A and 18B shows the internal parts of the inserter housing 10 which

provide the guiding parts for the moving part and which are not visible when

the surrounding housing is in place. Fig. 18A and 18B show identical cuts

through these internal housing parts but in fig. 18A the moving part 38 is

removed in order to make the contact part 115 of the internal parts visible.

The contact part 115 consists of a protruding ramped surface which will get

in contact with the positioning part 27 of the moving part 38 when the mov

ing part 38 is in its end or final position.

Fig. 19A and 19B show the moving part 38 of the fourth embodiment of the

inserter shown in fig. 17-1 8 . Fig. 19A shows the "back side" i.e. the side

turned away from the penetrating member and fig. 19B shows the "front

side" i.e. the side turned toward the penetrating member. The figures show

the protruding part 38A placed at the trailing edge of the moving part 38

having the inclined side i.e. the ramp facing forward in the direction of

movement, and the figures show the transformation means 39 in the shape

of a longitudinal opening formed as a V where the start position is at the u p

per end of the first line in the V and the end position for the penetrating

member is at the upper end of the second line in the V . The end position is

placed lower than the start position. At the lower edge of the moving part 38

is shown positioning means 27 which assures the positioning of the moving

part 38 in relation to the housing of the inserter when sliding along the

guiding means 32 provided by the surrounding parts of the inserter housing

but which main function is to force the flexible member 114 of the housing

"backwards" when the moving part 38 and the integrated positioning means

27 passes by.



When the positioning means 27 of the moving part 38 touch the flexible

member 114 , the flexible member 114 is pushed away from the connection

part 3 of the base part, and the fastening means in the form of the protrud-

ing parts 14PL and 14PR are pulled out of the corresponding openings in

the base part 14L and 14R. When the moving part 38 is in its end position,

the integrated parts 38A and 27will be at positions where both the hinge part

14 and the flexible member are pushed away from their relaxed and locked

position which means it will be possible to remove the inserter from the base

part when the moving part 38 is in its end position.

Fig . 20 shows part of an embodiment of an assembly according to the in

vention. The figure shows the surface plate 1, a penetrating member in the

form of a cannula part 7 having a body 24, a cannula 22 and a self closing

membrane 21A protecting an upper access of the body 24. The cannula part

7 has a further access opening 20 which is connected to a connection part 3

via a tube shaped connection 16 which connection provides a permanent

fluid path between the cannula part 7 and the connection part 3 although the

cannula part 7 is not yet placed in a in-use-position. A reservoir containing

medication is also shown in a position where it could be situated before it is

joined to the connection part 3 via the connector needle 19 and forms a fluid

path with the cannula part.

The flexible connection 16 either has to be long and flexible enough to reach

between the cannula part and the connection part 3 in both a retracted pos i

tion and a forward position or the flexible connection 16 has to be elastic

and able to be extended in order to let the cannula part get into the retracted

position. When the cannula part is in the retracted position it is placed inside

an inserter (not shown), it could be an inserter of the type shown in any of

the previous figures or it could be a completely different inserter which have

the ability to hold the penetrating member to be inserted.

The flexible connection 16 attaches the penetrating member 7 unreleasably

to the surface plate 1.







Claims

1. An assembly comprising

- an inserter ( 10) for insertion of a penetrating member (7) into a patient,

- a penetrating member (7) attached to the inserter ( 10) before use which

penetrating member (7) is provided with a through going opening forming a

fluid connection between delivery means (8) and a patient when the

penetrating member (7) is inserted,

- a base part comprises a position shaped to receive the penetrating

member (7) where the penetrating member (7) can be attached to the base

part during use and fastening means (2) which can provide for the base part

to be attached to the patient,

where the inserter ( 10) comprises inserter attachment means ( 14) locking

the inserter ( 10) to the base part before and during insertion of the

penetrating member (7) which inserter attachment means ( 14) can be

unlocked so that the inserted can be removed from the base part after

insertion of the penetrating member (7), the inserter attachment means ( 14 ,

14A, 14B, 14PR/R, 14PL/L) comprise at least one protruding part and at

least one corresponding opening,

characterized in that either the at least one protruding part or the at least

one corresponding opening part is positioned on a surface of the base part

and a corresponding part either comprising a protruding part or an opening

is positioned on a surface of the inserter ( 10).

2 . An assembly according to claim 1, characterized in that the inserter ( 10)

is released from the base part i.e. the inserter attachment means ( 14) are

disengaged, by the interaction between a moving part (38) of the inserter

( 10) which moving part guides the insertion of the penetrating member (7)

from a first to a final position and a stationary part (29, 115 , 14A) of the

base part during insertion.

3 . An assembly according to claim 2 , characterized in that the moving part

(38) of the inserter ( 10) moves forward in a direction which is approximately

perpendicular i.e. 90°±45 °, normally 90°± 15° to the direction of insertion of

the penetrating member (7).



4 . An assembly according to any preceding claim, characterized in that the

penetrating member (7) is attached by a tube shaped connection ( 16) to the

base part before and during insertion.

5 . An assembly according to claim 4 , characterized in that the connection

( 16) comprises a flexible material .

6 . An assembly according to any preceding claim, characterized in that the

inserter ( 10) is released from the base part by applying a force to the

inserter ( 10) or a part of the inserter ( 10) in a direction different from the

direction of insertion of the penetrating member (7).

7 . An assembly according to claim 5 , characterized in that the force is

applied in a direction which is approximately perpendicular i.e. 90 °±45 °,

normally 90°±1 5 ° to the direction of insertion of the penetrating member (7).

8 . An assembly according to any preceding claim, characterized in that the

release of the inserter ( 10) from the base part is at least partly provided by

the release of a force in direction towards the base part.

9 . An assembly according to claim 8 , characterized in that the released

force is provided by a spring unit (45) exercising a force directed to a prox i

mal surface of the inserter housing and a distal surface of the base part ( 1 ) .

10 . An assembly according to claim 9 , characterized in that the spring (36)

is a leaf spring which at one end is fastened unreleasably to a part of the

inserter and at the other end will touch the upper surface of the base part

before the inserter is released from the base part.

11. An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that the attachment means ( 14) of the inserter ( 10) comprise at least one

protruding part ( 14PR, 14PL) corresponding to an opening ( 14R, 14L) in the

base part.



12 . An assembly according to claim 11, characterized in that the at least

one protruding part ( 14PR, 14PL) is inserted into the corresponding opening

( 14R, 14L) in a direction approximately parallel to the upper surface of the

base part.

13 . An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that the attachment means ( 14) comprise at least one hook attached to a

hinged part ( 14) formed by a part of the housing of the inserter ( 10).

14 . An assembly according to claim 13 , characterized in that the at least

one hook is turned inward i.e. the hook is placed on an inner surface of the

housing of the inserter and turned toward the centre of the housing.

15 . An assembly according to claim 14 , characterized in that the at least

one hook faces at least two protruding parts ( 14PR, 14PL) which are placed

on a surface of the housing opposite the at least one hook.

16 . An assembly according to claim 15 , characterized in that the at least

one hook is placed between the two protruding parts.

17 . An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that the penetrating member (7) is provided with attachment means (23)

assuring that the penetrating member (7) is unreleasably attached to the

base part after insertion.

18 . An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that either the penetrating member (7) or the base part or both is/are

provided with sealing means ( 18) forming a fluid tight connection between

the base part and the penetrating member (7) and the base part is further

provided with sealing means ( 17) forming a fluid connection to the delivery

means (8).

19 . An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that the position shaped to receive the penetrating member (7) is formed as

a longitudinal opening ( 12A) extending from the upper surface of the



connection part (3) of the base part to the lower surface of the connection

part (3) of the base part, which opening ( 12A) corresponds to the profile of

at least the non-penetrating end of the penetrating member (7).

20. An assembly according to claim 19 , characterized in that an outlet of a

fluid path ( 12) opens into the wall of the opening ( 12A) and when the

penetrating member (7) is inserted, an inlet to a fluid path of the penetrating

member (7) corresponds to the outlet ( 12) of the fluid path.

2 1 . An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that one penetrating member (7) comprises a cannula part having a body

made of a hard material to which a soft or cutting cannula (22) is

unreleasably attached.

22. An assembly according to claim 2 1 , characterized in that the body (24)

of the cannula part has an inner opening from which inner opening fluid is

led to the cannula (22) and this inner opening has at least one inlet (20, 2 1)

through which fluid or a needle can enter the inner opening .

23. An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that at least one penetrating member (7) comprises a sensor part.

24. An assembly according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in

that the assembly is delivered to the user in a sterile state where the

penetrating member (7) is in a retracted position in the inserter ( 10) and the

inserter ( 10) is attached to the base part.
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